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I AM A LONG TIME COLLECTOR OF PAPER MONEY AND
have completed various objective collections over the past 30-plus years.
I am always on the lookout for new ways to collect. Every collection
should have an objective story to tell. That story can be educational,

informative or just entertaining. Frequently the story, for me, has been to
record and demonstrate the financial history of an area where I grew up, or

Another Way to Collect
Obsolete Notes

By Steve Whitfield
Unique and historical notes come in
many forms. Above is a Civil War era
note from the Bank of North America,
originally chartered in 1781.

Most post-Civil War State of Mississippi
notes were cancelled and finding an
uncancelled example is desirable
indeed.

currently resided. That type of collection eventually reaches a point where
there are no more notes known to exist to be added; or, the only notes not in
the collection are either impounded in museums or priced somewhere in the
second mortgage range.

My current collecting adventure is to seek out certain unique notes, or
notes in uncommon condition, that tell a story in and of themselves. Thus a
one-note collection can be considered complete. The notes I have chosen are
described herein, along with my reasons for choosing them. Most of them I do
not yet own, and may never own if the prices keep rising.

Several of the selected notes were for historical reasons. They were
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This uncancelled "Kansas City" post
Civil War issue was attractive to the
author because he lived in the area for a
decade before moving to Florida.

Few Civil War vignettes appeared on
obsolete currency since the war came
at the end of the obsolete note issuing
period. An exception is the Mortar
Firing vignette on this Bay State Mining
Company note.

issued by banks or bankers who played a major role in the history of the United
States, or in the history of banking. The first of these is a note of the Bank of
North America. This bank, chartered before the Revolutionary War had offi-
cially ended, issued notes well into the National Banking era. It was the only
National Bank chartered that was not required to include the word "National"
in its title. Both obsolete and National Bank Notes of this bank are frequently
available to collectors. The note I chose was a $1 obsolete note issued in 1862.
This black and green note was produced by the American Bank Note
Company. The center vignette is a typical Revolutionary War scene of George
Washington. The two smaller vignettes illustrate the bank president and
Liberty Hall in Philadelphia. My note is signed "For the Cashier," and is fairly
available.

The second note is a Civil War era issue of the Girard Bank. Stephen
Girard was a major figure in the financial history of America. He purchased
the assets of the First Bank of the United States after its charter expired and
opened his own bank in the former Bank of the United States building at
Philadelphia. Related notes that also tell their own story are notes (frequently
counterfeit) of the First and Second Banks of the United States. These notes
are plain appearing, but rich in history of the United States and of banking.

Another great note with a great history story, is the famous 1839 $10
note of the Citizen's Bank of Louisiana. Because of the extended circulation of
the $10 (DIX) notes of this bank, up and down the Mississippi River, the notes
are supposed to have given the South the name "Dixie," from being referred to
as the land of the "Dixes." These notes are scarce and only occasionally appear
on the market. When they do they tend to bring high prices, which may pre-
clude most collectors from owning this note.

Fortunately, a beautiful and available substitute "DIX" note exists.
During the War the Citizens bank had new $10 notes prepared by the National
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Bank Note Company. These red and black notes have a magnificent central
vignette of the Collins Line, Atlantic Steamship, Adriatic at sea. Large quanti-
ties of these unissued remainder notes surfaced in a warehouse in New Orleans
many years ago. Available for years at around $10 a copy, the notes have rocket-
ed to the $300 range in recent years. The note is extremely attractive and has a
great story, but probably is not a good investment, if that is of concern.

Other notes, also from the south, that are particularly desirable are the
state issues of Mississippi of 1870, in an uncancelled state. Nearly all of these
notes were redeemed and cancelled by cutting large circular holes through the
notes. The notes are green and black with beautiful vignettes on the backs.
Typical of southern state funding issues after the Civil War, they represent an
important part of history during the infamous "carpetbagger" period. To find
one that was not cancelled is a coup for the obsolete collector.

Another note, nearly impossible to find uncancelled and in decent condi-
tion, comes from an issue of the "City of Kansas." This was an early name for
the town that grew on the Missouri Bluff above Westport Landing into the pre-
sent day City of Kansas City, Missouri. Since I lived near Kansas City for 10
years, this was an obvious target for a "local" guy. My note is also signed by the
Mayor, Fry McGee, one of the pioneer settlers in the area.

Two other notes that are very difficult to find in decent condition are a $1
Bay State Mining Co. scrip issue of Eagle River, Michigan, dated 1866, and a $1
note, dated 1864, of the Oil City Bank of Pennsylvania. These notes are avail-
able at reasonable prices, but are extremely scarce in nice condition. The notes
are desirable because they include Civil War scenes as vignettes. Very few
obsolete notes included Civil War scenes, primarily because the war occurred
near the end of the obsolete bank note era. The Pennsylvania note has an
F.O.C. Darley scene of Union soldiers, gathered around a winter campfire,
reading mail from home. It is a poignant scene having great meaning to anyone

Fricke monograph provides up-to-date Confederate pricing info

S PMC MEMBER PIERRE FRICKE'S CONFEDERATE
Currency and Bonds - Quotes provides a great deal of use-

ful market-based pricing information on its field in a well-
organized 60 page, soft covered format.

Fricke's down to earth grading principles and practical
approach to values, i.e. report what is actually selling and at
what prices rather than pyramiding values based on per-
ceived rarities, makes good collecting sense in sorting out
the perennially popular field of Confederate issues.

Recent prices are provided in up to nine grades for both
type notes and varieties, along with commentary on what to
watch out for when buying. The author differentiates what
he terms "collector-grading" from "market-oriented grad-
ing" (net grading) which can over-grade and thus over-price
notes, the author feels.

Other pitfalls Fricke discusses include undisclosed
repairs, counterfeits, problem notes, the affects of cancels,
an evaluation of plate states, and the development of condi-
tion census data. "Prices listed reflect the CSA paper mar-
ket in Summer 2003. Conservative and accurate grading is
required," Fricke said.

Additional information on his approach and copies of
the booklet are available from its author for $20 at P.O. Box
245, Rye, NY 10580. -- Fred Reed, Editor
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This note on The Oil City Bank has the
attractive central vignette, Mail from
Home.

Most of the legend appearing on this
Lumbermens Bank note is printed in
German, making it a unique addition to
anyone's collection.

who ever served in the military. The Michigan scrip piece shows a large mor-
tar firing from a gunboat, typical of the river warfare waged by Federal forces
during the war. I know of only two other Civil War scenes that appear on
obsolete notes. They are the Cavalry Trooper on the $5 Union Military scrip
of Kansas and the Charge of the Zouaves. The last is virtually impossible to
obtain.

Another great note, also from the South, is the city issue of Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, dated 1870. This is a rare note in any condition and extremely rare
in very good condition. The note is red and black and contains an historical
vignette depicting how Baton Rouge (Red Stick) got its name. A unique aspect
of this note is that the central vignette includes two colors, red and black. As
far as known it may be the only available obsolete note to use a two-color
vignette. The note also includes a vignette of the state capitol building.

Also of great historical significance, and great beauty, are the notes of the
first Confederate issue. These were produced by the National Bank Note
Company, Branch at New Orleans, in four large denominations. Known as the
Montgomery Issue, they are highly sought after by collectors. The notes are
extremely expensive and thus probably limited to the wealthiest of collectors.
Fortunately, for the rest of us, there are other attractive Confederate notes
available to represent the Confederate role in our history. The one I like best
is the Criswell Type 24, $10 issue of 1861.

An unusual note in my collection comes from the issues of the
Lumbermen's Bank of Warren Pennsylvania. What makes these notes unusual
is that nearly all of the text is in German. Another "foreign" text possibility on
American obsolete currency would be notes in Spanish. I also have a note that
fits the subcategory of "unusual" because of its location: "West Virginia" is
printed on them. Since West Virginia was formed from the north and western
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Notes of the Diamond State Bank of
Delaware are desirable because they
bear the dollar sign ($)

counties of Virginia in 1863, most all of the notes available from "West
Virginia" actually say Virginia on them.

My last candidates (currently), for this eclectic "Collection" of obsolete
notes, are the Civil War issues of the Diamond State Bank of Delaware. These
$1 and $2 notes are of particular interest because they are perhaps the only
obsolete notes known that bear the U.S. dollar sign ($) in their design. The
notes are red and black and also contain attractive nautical vignettes. These
were also products of the American Bank Note Company, which produced so
many attractive notes during the period. The $ designation was pointed out
and discussed in the American Bank Note "State Collection," when one of
these notes was chosen to represent Delaware.

Of course, there are many other notes that could easily be included in a
collection of unusual notes such as those described above. Colored issues of
the bank note engraving companies often included significant historical
vignettes or had a story to tell because of the issuing organization or circum-
stances surrounding the issue. I intend to expand my own list and to bid
aggressively whenever one of my targeted items becomes available. Luckily I
already have a few of them. I'd be interested in hearing what your nominees
for notes to be included are, and why they are special.

Friedberg
autographs
monumental
FC work
A year ago, Paper Money
Editor Fred Reed shared his
reminiscences about Milt
Friedberg in our Fractional
Currency Special Issue.
Reed mentioned a ceremony
at Amos Press (book's print-
er) at which author Milt
Friedberg autographed
copies of his The
Encyclopedia of United
States Fractional and Postal
Currency. Another such cer-
emony was held at the 1978
Memphis Paper Money
Show with (L-R) Herb
Melnick, Friedberg, Reed,

and Jeff Williams present.
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